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Abstract:
Collaboration of business processes among organisations has recently become increasingly
vital in achieving corporate goals. To achieve this, enterprises must manage business
processes that extend to multiple organisations. However, lack of trust among stakeholders
is one of the significant obstacles to implementing and executing collaborative business
processes. Caterpillar is an existing Business Process Management System (BPMS)
prototype that utilises Blockchain's immutable behaviour to resolve this problem by
executing business processes translated into smart contracts. However, Caterpillar integrates
Ethereum, a public blockchain, to manage smart contracts, which has disadvantages (i.e.,
permissionless, low throughput, and data privacy). Considering the shortcomings of public
blockchains, this thesis proposes a solution to integrate a permissioned blockchain platform
into Caterpillar. The proposed solution utilises Hyperledger Fabric, which provides a
membership-based blockchain network, resulting in fewer nodes than Ethereum. Hence, it
enables organisations to perform faster transactions, achieve relatively more data privacy,
and customise their network as per their requirements.
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Plokiahelapõhine äriprotsesside täitmine Hyperledgeris
Abstraktne:
Organisatsiooni äriprotsesside koostöö on viimasel ajal muutunud ettevõtte eesmärkide
saavutamisel üha olulisemaks. Selle saavutamiseks peavad ettevõtted juhtima äriprotsesse,
mis laienevad mitmele organisatsioonile. Kuid usalduse puudumine osapoolte vahel on üks
olulisi takistusi koostööl põhinevate äriprotsesside rakendamisel ja läbiviimisel. Caterpillar
on olemasolev äriprotsesside haldussüsteemi (BPMS) prototüüp, mis kasutab selle
probleemi lahendamiseks Blockchaini muutumatut käitumist, täites nutikateks lepinguteks
muudetud äriprotsesse. Caterpillar integreerib aga nutikate lepingute haldamiseks avaliku
plokiahela Ethereumi, millel on puudused (nt lubadeta, madal läbilaskevõime ja andmete
privaatsus). Arvestades avalike plokiahelate puudusi, pakub käesolev lõputöö lahenduse
integreerida Caterpillarisse lubatud plokiahela platvorm. Kavandatud lahendus kasutab
Hyperledger Fabricut, mis pakub liikmelisusel põhinevat plokiahelavõrku, mille tulemuseks
on vähem node kui Ethereumis. Seega võimaldab see organisatsioonidel sooritada kiiremaid
tehinguid, saavutada suurem andmete privaatsus ja kohandada oma võrku vastavalt nende
vajadustele.

Võtmesõnad:
Äriprotsessid, Äriprotsesside juhtimissüsteem, Plokiahela tehnoloogia, Solidity nutikas
leping, Hyperledger Fabric
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1 Introduction
Business Processes are a core pillar of organisations. They are defined as a collection of
tasks or activities performed by stakeholders to achieve business goals. Business processes
integrate systems, tasks, and data in a structured course to streamline organisational
activities, providing customers with products and services [1]. While business processes
typically focus on only one organisation, collaborative business processes span multiple
organisations to cooperate with other businesses. The information systems that coordinate
human interactions with system operations and enable organisations to dynamically execute
and manage their business processes are called Business Process Management Systems
(BPMSs) [2].
In the 21st century, consumer demand has grown drastically because of globalisation and
advancement in information technology (IT), which put immense pressure on organisations
to stay competitive in the market. Therefore, collaborative business processes between
organisations are becoming increasingly important. However, lack of trust between
organisations is a huge problem, which is causing a great hindrance in implementing and
executing collaborative business processes. To resolve this issue, companies usually rely on
third parties (i.e., governments, lawyers, etc.), which serve as mediators in case of conflicts
[3].
Recently, Blockchain technology has emerged as a solution to the lack of trust problem,
enabling mutually untrusted parties to collaborate in a decentralised manner without the
need for third authorities. Bitcoin is claimed to be the first digital currency that used
distributed ledger to solve payment issues among untrusting entities because the proof of
payment is cryptography rather than trust in the central bank [4]. Nowadays, Blockchain is
finding applications in diverse fields such as the internet of things (IoT), internet interaction
systems, smart contracts, and security systems [5].
Blockchain technology also provides solutions for untrusted organisations to implement and
execute collaborative business processes without the need for third-party mediators. [6].
Specifically, blockchain systems allow organisations to deploy their business processes as
a program (called a smart contract) on an immutable distributive ledger, which also helps
them execute functions and implement transactions on top of the ledger. For example,
Ethereum is one such blockchain platform which enables stakeholders to deploy smart
contracts with the help of Solidity (the language to write smart contracts on Ethereum) [7].
Caterpillar is an existing tool that has been taken as a starting point for this thesis. This tool
is a BPMS prototype that utilizes the characteristics of Blockchain mentioned above, i.e.,
tamper-proof and decentralised ledger, smart contracts, etcetera. Caterpillar enables
organisations to execute collaborative business processes on the Ethereum blockchain by
generating a set of smart contracts in Ethereum’s Solidity language from the business
process model [8]. However, Ethereum is a public permissionless blockchain with many
drawbacks [9]. Next, Section 1.1 will explain the disadvantages of the public blockchain
and how the private blockchain is solving them.

1.1 Problem Statement
Caterpillar is a BPMS prototype that implements and executes business processes using
smart contracts on the Ethereum network, a public and permissionless blockchain. While
Ethereum-based BPMS possesses many benefits over traditional BPMS, considerable
drawbacks exist.
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Permissionless blockchain includes public blockchains where anyone can join the network
as a node in a decentralised manner because there is no centralised authority managing the
membership. This behaviour increases the network’s security and makes it virtually
impossible to corrupt the data because every transaction needs to be validated by all the
nodes. However, this means organisations’ transactions will be shared publicly, losing their
data privacy. Usually, organisations don’t want to share their business processes because
they want to maintain their competitive advantage. Additionally, due to the size of the public
network (i.e., Ethereum has approximate 6000 nodes 1), transactions take longer to get
validated because the network requires consensus among the nodes in the network [10, 11].
Proof of work is the most common consensus mechanism, which takes time and introduces
some latency due to the time the nodes require to complete and verify the proof of work. So,
with low throughput, operations can perform slowly and hamper organisations’ business
processes.
Contrary to public blockchains, private blockchains, often termed permissioned or
consortium blockchains, have a mechanism where the central authority decides who can be
a network member. Additionally, the users can only perform specific actions granted to them
by the ledger administrators. This characteristic enables organisations to control their
network and allow only agreed entities to join it. It also substantially increases data privacy
because only known actors participate in the network. Moreover, these blockchains have
fewer nodes, thus considered more efficient and provide faster transaction speed. However,
permissioned blockchains lack decentralisation and can be tampered with and lose integrity
if most of the organisations inside the consortium agree to it [10, 11].
Caterpillar has a Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) compiler that translates the
business process model into Solidity smart contracts [8]. The goal of the thesis is to execute
these smart contracts on a permissioned blockchain. There are many permissioned
blockchain platforms (i.e., Quorum [12], Hyperledger Fabric [13], R3 Corda [14] etc.), but
not all execute Solidity smart contracts. In this thesis, we will explore the capability of EVM
Chaincode, which adds Solidity smart contracts support to Hyperledger Fabric [15].

1.2 Thesis Contributions
This thesis will extend the Caterpillar BPMS prototype by adding Hyperledger blockchain
support to allow users to execute Solidity smart contracts generated from the BPMN model
on permissioned blockchain. Below we describe how this thesis contributes to the
Caterpillar project:
a) Integrate EVM Chaincode with Hyperledger Fabric – Hyperledger Fabric out of
the box doesn’t support Solidity-based smart contract execution. However, with the
integration of EVM Chaincode, Hyperledger Fabric will be able to deploy and run
Solidity smart contracts. This integration will enable users and organisations to
deploy their Ethereum applications on the Hyperledger Fabric network and utilise
the benefits of permissioned blockchain. Additionally, the Fab3 proxy service setup
will provide support for JSON-RPC API, which will let us use Ethereum’s Web3.js
SDK to invoke blockchain operations on the Fabric network easily.

1

https://www.ethernodes.org/
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b) Develop Hyperledger Adapter for Caterpillar – Caterpillar has developed an
Ethereum adapter, which creates a bridge between its core services and the Ethereum
blockchain. Similarly, Hyperledger adapter development will provide an interface to
invoke operations on the Hyperledger Fabric network. This adapter consists of
deploying a smart contract, executing smart contract functions, monitoring the
blockchain network, etc. These operations will let Caterpillar perform its BPMS
tasks efficiently on the Hyperledger blockchain.
c) Integration of developed Hyperledger Adapter – The developed adapter for
Hyperledger Fabric will support integration with existing Caterpillar engines such
as Runtime Registry, Compilation Engine, Interpretation Engine, and Dynamic
Access Control. For example, suppose a user wants to deploy a BPMN model. In
that case, Caterpillar will be able to compile the provided BPMN model into Solidity
smart contract and deploy it on the Hyperledger Fabric network using the developed
adapter.

1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 introduces business processes, BPMS and
blockchain concepts and discusses different types of blockchains and some permissionless
and permissioned blockchain platforms. This section also discusses Caterpillar’s ability to
run business processes on the blockchain. Chapter 3 reviews the existing tools and methods
related to this thesis. Chapter 4 discusses the architectural overview of Caterpillar, our
approach, and the detailed architecture of the Hyperledger Fabric network. Next, Chapter 5
discusses our solution and how the Hyperledger adapter integrates with the Caterpillar
components. Chapter 6 provides the implementation and evaluation of the proposed work.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarizing the contribution and providing the
future work directions.
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2 Background
This chapter discusses relevant background on business processes, blockchain technology,
smart contract, and types of blockchains.

2.1 Business Processes
Business processes are defined as a set of activities performed within the organisation to
achieve some goals by providing the product or service to the customer. Each participant in
the process is assigned some tasks to act on in a given period. It becomes the building block
of the process as well [1]. The business process converts individual efforts into teamwork
and helps an organisation attain specific aims. An organisation should work on the business
process in a well-defined fashion because these are necessary for the organisation to identify
the tasks they should perform to make the company more efficient. It will also help to
streamline communication between workers of the organisation. Moreover, it will make the
business organisation more focused on the goals. The business processes should be managed
with care to get the desired results from the organisation [16].
2.1.1 Collaborative Business Processes
Globalisation and commercialisation in the 21st century have changed the working
mechanism of different business organisations, and they are becoming dependent on
business processes day by day. By Gartner Inc., Business Process Management (BPM) was
ranked in 3rd position among the top 10 strategic technologies for 2008 [17].
This upgrading strategy has attracted different organisations to collaborate on executing
various business processes together dynamically. Unlike an organisation's business process,
a collaborative business process has developed harmony among various business
organisations to gather knowledge and complementary competencies to attain more success
in the business. Some prominent examples of collaborative business processes are enterprise
information systems based on PAIS (Process-Aware Information Systems), medical
business processes and e-commerce business processes [18].
Tough collaborative business processes are providing the organisations achieving their
goals; there are some challenges, such as trust issues among cooperative parties [19]. For
instance, when a partner organisation performs a task, which partners would have access to
data of that particular task? Moreover, the business processes of different organisations
should be adaptable to constantly changing business environments to remain competitive in
the global market [17].
Business processes should be flexible to work in dynamic scenarios to permit modifications
in real-time. For example, some collaborative processes need dynamic binding and rebinding in the logistics field. Notably, in a buyer-supplier-carrier process, the supplier can
appoint a carrier, and sometimes a buyer selects the carrier. In some cases, the supplier has
a right to alter the carrier even after an initial selection, e.g., the carrier is not able to grab
the parcel on time. In a nutshell, we can say that the duty for a particular task can change
across different scenarios [8].
2.1.2 Business Process Management System
Business process management consists of three components: principles, methods, and tools
that are used to analyse, execute, and monitor different business processes of the
organisations [1]. Especially, BPM leads stakeholders on how they can coordinate and
collaborate to attain the organisation’s goals during the life cycle of the whole process that
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is comprised of identification, discovery, analysis, redesign, implementation, execution,
monitoring, and adaptation. Organisations excerpt high-level data and relations related to a
specific problem under the given scope of a process during the identification stage. The next
stage is the discovery phase, where data analysts perform functions to elaborate the process
in graphical representations termed “as-in” model. The analysis phase comprises
identification issues to improve the process for further steps [8].
As a result, the "as-in" model is transformed into a "to-be" model that may be implemented
and processed in the following redesign step. The “to-be” model is transformed into
software during the implementation step to execute the process. After the implementation
phase, the creation and handling of the specific process are involved in the execution step,
which is called process cases. The process execution is performed by BPMSs, which also
helps in the monitoring [8]. BPMSs were not efficient due to dependency upon third parties
to execute them. However, BPM can be performed using decentralised technology, named
blockchain, that bypasses the need of any third parties to run the business process on a secure
and efficient medium.

2.2 Blockchain Technology
Blockchain is a tamper-proof, immutable, and decentralised ledger [8]. It can be accessed
anywhere globally because the ledger is distributed to all the peer nodes without trust issues.
The ledger consists of a specific sequence of blocks linked together, and it contains an
orderly set of transactions, as represented in Figure 1. Each block has a particular hash value
that connects a block to its previous block. If someone wants to change or remove a
transaction, the only process is to recreate the entire chain. Additionally, some peer nodes
are miners, which are accountable for validating and grouping the transactions processed by
the users at the end of the chain. As there is no central authority, a distributed decentralised
mechanism is the only way for miners to reach a consensus [20] [21].

Figure 1: Blockchain: sequence of blocks with transactions [8]
All the clients use a concrete network of the blockchain (peer-to-peer network, as shown in
Figure 2) for submitting the transaction and reading the data from it. All the submitted
transactions are assembled in the form of blocks, and then these blocks are broadcasted
across the network at the end of the blockchain. A creator must form the transaction
adequately and sign it properly so that it can be validated on the network. The transactions
are not affected by trust issues among nodes because these are cryptographically signed,
validated, and broadcast widely across the network. A consensus mechanism makes it secure
and tamper-proof without considering mutual trust among the actors [22].
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Figure 2: Decentralized peer-to-peer blockchain network
One of the typical applications of blockchain is a cryptocurrency, a digital asset, such as
bitcoin. However, the blockchain is not limited to only cryptocurrencies. Blockchain is
finding applications in diverse fields such as the internet of things (IoT), internet interaction
systems, smart contracts, and security systems. The blockchain can be a good storage and
verification technology for legal documents, and it has been named “World Wide Ledger”
as well [5].
2.2.1 Bitcoin
Bitcoin is claimed as the first digital cryptocurrency established in 2008-09 when Satoshi
Nakamoto published the whitepaper “Bitcoin: A peer-to-peer Electronic Cash System” [4].
It was the first decentralised currency that used distributed ledger to store the data of
transactions on the blockchain. Bitcoin was one of the solutions which could solve payment
issues between untrusting parties because the proof of payment was cryptography rather
than trust in the central bank. One of the significant limitations of bitcoin is scalability, as
the largest size of one block is restricted to 1MB, and one block is being mined every ten
minutes. Bitcoin cannot be used for high-frequency trading due to its slow transaction speed,
which is mere seven transactions per second. With time, the size of the block will increase,
which will further slow down the throughput. However, alternative off-chain solutions like
lighting networks are available, which could solve the bitcoin scalability problems and
ensure instant transactions [23].
2.2.2 Smart Contracts
A smart contract is a set of coded protocols that runs on a blockchain. It executes only when
the information saved in the contract is verified. Smart contracts work on an “if-then” model
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[24]. For example, if a specific condition is satisfied, then the information stored on the
smart contract will be executed automatically. These smart contracts carry information that
can be accessed and verified publicly.
The whole process of the smart contract can be divided into four distinct phases: Creation,
deployment, execution, and completion. At first, all the organisations involved in the
contract negotiations discuss the contract’s rights, clauses, and prohibitions. When they
agree upon some rules, with the help of lawyers, a traditional contract is written in natural
language (i.e., English). Then a team of software developers will convert this natural
language into a script using a programming language such as Solidity. This process is
iterative and requires many rounds of discussions among collaborative parties, lawyers and
software developers. [25].
The smart contracts are deployed to the top of the blockchain after validation. Smart
contracts cannot be modified once deployed due to the immutable nature of blockchain. A
new smart contract has to be deployed when an amendment is required on a contract. Smart
contracts can be accessed by the parties once deployed, and the cryptocurrency needed for
the smart contract is frozen in their wallets. Identification of the parties involved in the smart
contract is processed through their digital wallets [26].
After deployment, the next step is execution, and then contractual clauses are evaluated.
Once the contractual provisions are validated, the processes conditioned with them are
executed automatically. Logical connections connect the information on blocks, so once
information is validated, it will run the further information and consequently, miners of the
blockchain will validate this information. Once a transaction is completed, the state of the
block is updated, and it is stored on the blockchain [27].
The last step of the smart contract life cycle is the completion of the smart contract. During
this step, the states of all the involved organisations are updated to the new forms, and digital
assets are transferred from one organisation to another; then, all the digital wallets of the
organisations are now unlocked. With the completion of this step, one life cycle of the smart
contract is successful [28].
2.2.3 Consensus Mechanisms
“A consensus mechanism is a fault-tolerant mechanism used in computer and blockchain
systems to achieve the necessary agreement on a single data value or a single state of the
network among distributed processes or multi-agent systems, such as with cryptocurrencies”
[29].
There are two main consensus mechanisms used in the blockchains are discussed below:
a) Proof-of-Work
The proof-of-work consensus mechanism is used by public blockchains such as
Bitcoin and Ethereum [30]. In this, the addition of a new block is known as mining,
where a mighty computational power is required for the computationally difficult
cryptographic puzzle. Every node tries to solve the puzzle before any other node so
that it will add a new block to the chain and will get a financial reward in return.
Each new block has a unique hash value of the previous block. If someone tries to
alter the data, it will require powerful computing servers and high computational
costs to preserve all the cryptographic hashes and their recreation concerning the
altered block. So, it looks virtually impossible to tamper with such a concrete
network. Miners perform highly challenging puzzles that require a lot of
14

computational energy and power consumption, which are drawbacks of proof-ofwork consensus.
b) Proof-of-Stake
Proof-of-stake is an energy-saving consensus mechanism, and some famous
blockchains, such as Ethereum, are trying to adopt it in place of proof-of-work
consensus [31]. In this mechanism, minors execute a process that selects a minor
with more stake in the currency. This consensus encourages the scheme that miners
with more stakes will have less probability of tampering with the data. This process
can make blockchain more vulnerable because computing cost during the mining
process is almost zero [11].

2.3 Types of Blockchain
Blockchains are now widely used in different areas of life, from cryptocurrencies to other
decentralised solutions. Some blockchains are available publicly, and some blockchains,
such as blockchain networks for business management within collaborative organisations,
are so-called permissioned where these ledgers cannot be accessed publicly [32]. We can
divide all the blockchains into three categories:
•
•
•

Public blockchain where anyone is allowed to join the blockchain network.
Additionally, everyone has permission to read and write the transaction. Public
blockchains are also referred to as permissionless blockchains.
Consortium blockchain where a set of people is allowed to join the blockchain, for
instance, multiple collaborative organisations, but data of the transactions can be
public or private depending upon the blockchain network.
Private blockchains where a single party plays the role of central authority and
decides the nodes which can join the network. Data of the transactions remain private
as well [32].

As discussed above, the blockchain network is mainly divided between public and private
blockchain networks. Figure 3 shows an overview of the main differences between the two
types of networks.

Figure 3: Public vs Private blockchain networks [33]
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2.3.1 Permissionless Blockchain
Permissionless blockchain includes public blockchains where any peer/node can join the
network in a decentralised manner because there is no central authority managing the
membership [8]. Additionally, every peer can proceed with a transaction, and the transaction
requires approval from every node of the network, making these blockchains tamper-proof.
Alteration of data on these blockchains remains nearly impossible. Characteristics like data
integrity, immutability, transparency, and public verifiability make public blockchains an
excellent choice for untrusted actors to perform operations in a decentralised environment.
In contrast, these blockchains possess some performance drawbacks, such as the limited
number of transactions per second and high latency. Bitcoin [4] and Ethereum [34] are
prominent examples of public blockchains.
2.3.2 Permissioned Blockchain
Consortium and private blockchains are also known as “permissioned” because a central
authority determines memberships and permissions for users to join and perform actions
within the network [8]. The users can only perform specific actions granted to them by the
ledger administrators and are required to identify themselves through certificates or other
digital means. These blockchains have fewer nodes, thus considered more efficient and
provide higher throughput than permissionless blockchains. Additionally, permissioned
blockchains offer more privacy and reduce redundancy due to lesser data replication.
However, these blockchains may be subject to trust issues and data loss in the event of
disagreement, given that they lack decentralisation. For instance, the network can be
compromised and lose integrity if the majority of the organisations within the consortium
network agree to it [10, 11]. The most relevant permissioned blockchain platforms are
Hyperledger Fabric [13], Quorum [12], and R3 Corda [14].

2.4 Ethereum Blockchain
Ethereum blockchain is a decentralised technology used to run different smart contracts
using cryptocurrency. Ethereum smart contracts are written in Solidity programming
language deployed on Ethereum virtual machine (EVM) [7]. EVM is a virtual computer that
is enabled to execute smart contracts and add blocks to the Ethereum blockchain. A smart
contract is usually written in Solidity, which is converted into bytecode by a compiler. EVM
then executes this bytecode, and this execution requires computational power depending
upon the size of the smart contract [35]. The computational cost to perform the transactions
and execute the smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain is termed gas, and it is an
essential factor of the Ethereum blockchain. The amount of gas required to execute the
business process correlates to the smart contract's bytecode size [36].
Ethereum possesses two types of accounts protected by different types of keys. Externally
owned accounts (EOA) are protected by private keys, and Contract accounts are protected
by the contract code. There are four key components of each Ethereum account; nonce, ether
balance, contract code hash, and storage root [37].
a) Nonce represents the number of transactions generated or the number of contracts
created from a specific address. It is the guarantee of transactions because a
transaction can proceed only once.
b) Ether balance is the amount of Wei present in an account (1 Ether=1018 Wei) used
during the transaction [37]. Wei is considered a minor fraction of Ether.
c) Contract code hash is the specific hash of EVM related to the particular account.
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d) Storage can be explained as a 256-bits hash that belongs to the root node of a tree
that signifies the account’s content [38].
2.4.1 Ethereum Virtual Machine
Ethereum virtual machine (EVM) is a virtual computer that is executed by the Ethereum
protocol in a distributed manner [39]. So, the EVM is the component of the system that
distributes messages based on events. EVM supports stack-based computing power
whenever a small change occurs in the system. Each EVM word requires a space of 256
bits, and smart contracts are allocated space on the system known as “storage”. The memory
is mapped in a 256 bits-to-256-bits manner. This persistent memory of a smart contract is
private so that everyone cannot access it. The EVM uses stack memory that can compensate
1024 words in it, and the top 16 words can be accessed during execution. Each smart
contract writes data in a log fashion accessible to external applications. Every peer in the
Ethereum network develops communication with the other with the help of the Ethereum
wire protocol. Caterpillar uses the Ethereum blockchain for the execution of business
process management. Ethereum blockchain consists of many blocks that contain
information, and this process is performed using Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) [8].
Many programming languages are used to convert natural language into a script. After that,
many compilers are present that can convert this script into bytecode for the EVM [8].
Solidity is one of the languages that can perform this function, and it is widely used. In
Solidity, the procedures are written in Java-like script. So, a contract can be defined in the
form of the contract’s state and operations to query and manipulate the properties. It is a
high-level Turning-complete programming language which is typed statically and supports
inheritance and polymorphism. Contract codes written in Solidity are comprised of
functions and variables which are used for reading and modifying these, likewise in
traditional imperative programming [7].
2.4.2 Development Tools
As Ethereum is the most popular platform for creating and managing smart contracts and
dApps, the developer experience is vital for massive adoption. Some of the famous
developer tools are briefly discussed below:
•
•
•
•

Ganache is a blockchain for Ethereum and Corda dApps development. Developers
can use it for the entire developmental cycle, such as developing, deploying, and
testing the dApps in a secure and deterministic environment [40].
Truffle is the best developmental tool if testing dApps is the primary purpose. Its
main focus is the testing of smart contracts. JavaScript is used for writing the test
and can communicate with both test and main networks [41].
Remix tool is a valuable developer tool because it is an all-in-one browser-based
tool for testing, deploying, and managing smart contracts [42].
Web3.js is a JavaScript-based API that can be used to develop clients that connect
with Ethereum. Developers can use Web3.js libraries to perform different actions,
such as sending Ether from one account to another. It also functions to create smart
contracts and read and write the data from smart contracts [43].
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2.5 Hyperledger Blockchain
Hyperledger is a framework developed under the Linux Foundation. It is an enterprise
framework that ensures secured, immutable, and faster transactions on the blockchain [44].
Hyperledger is not a blockchain itself but provides a framework for different pre-existing
networks to run on the blockchain. Unlike other blockchains, it does not require any
cryptocurrency or computing powers. An authority regulates all the transactions in the
Hyperledger, and only the network peers can read and write the transactions. In this way,
the data stored on Hyperledger remain secure and protected for collaborative organisations.
Though Hyperledger is a different blockchain from Ethereum, still, it supports the smart
contracts of Ethereum [15]. This network was designed for enterprises and business process
management where collaborative parties do not want to share their data with everyone on
the blockchain [14]. Though the execution network requires all the nodes to validate the
transaction, peers always need permission from a central authority to get into the network.
This permissioned blockchain is a great value addition to the blockchain, where many
business models can be executed without the dependency upon the third parties. Many
collaborative business processes are performed between untrusting parties. They can also
use this Hyperledger network with an immutable, secure, and faster blockchain network
[45]. Hyperledger is working on many projects to introduce new technical ways to make
these things more applicable. These projects are Hyperledger Sawtooth, Hyperledger Iroha,
Hyperledger Burrow, Hyperledger Fabric, Hyperledger Composer, Hyperledger Explorer,
and Hyperledger Indy [44, 46]. In our thesis, we focus on how we can execute Ethereumbased smart contracts on Hyperledger Fabric.
2.5.1 Hyperledger Fabric
Hyperledger Fabric is one of the most popular network among all Hyperledger projects [44
, 46], and our executions of smart contracts of Ethereum are supported on Hyperledger
Fabric. It is very efficient and can perform 3000 transactions per second [47], whereas
Ethereum can only perform between 1-20 transactions per second [48].
Hyperledger Fabric is specifically designed for enterprises and thus used by many business
organisations for their private collaborative processes. Additionally, participants are unable
to perform their actions until given authorisation by the central authority managing the
blockchain network. Hyperledger Fabric is flexible and secure at the same time, as compared
to other Hyperledger projects [44]. Besides, in recent years, IBM technical ambassadors
developed the EVM Chaincode that adds the capabilities to deploy and execute bytecode of
Solidity smart contract over the Hyperledger Fabric network [15].

2.6 Caterpillar
Caterpillar is software for business process management that enables the collaborative
parties to perform transactions on the blockchain. This software is available in the public
domain, but peers need approval from the cooperative parties to read and write on the
blockchain. This software has brought the process-centric mechanism (process discovery,
implementation, and maintenance) to the blockchain. It works on compliance by design
model so that a peer cannot perform a transaction if it is not abiding by the collaborative
process model [19].
Caterpillar captures the input in the form of a business process model and notation (BPMN),
which will generate different smart contracts in the form of a set that will apprehend the
underlying behaviour [8]. At first, the smart contracts scripted in Solidity programming
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language are compiled, and then these can be run on any permissioned (i.e. Hyperledger) or
permissionless (i.e. Ethereum) blockchain networks. However, in its current form,
Caterpillar only supports the execution of smart contracts on Ethereum, a permissionless
blockchain.
In this thesis work, we focussed on Hyperledger (specifically Hyperledger Fabric) to deploy
and execute smart contracts compiled by Caterpillar for permissioned blockchain cases. For
that reason, we decided to exploit the capabilities of EVM Chaincode to implement the
thesis work solution.
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3 Related Work
This Chapter discusses the existing studies and tools related to the domain of this thesis.

3.1 Blockchain-based Collaborative Business Process: Implementation
and Execution
This section analyses the existing solutions for implementing and executing collaborative
business processes on blockchain technology. Further, this section will also briefly examine
why Caterpillar's approach is different.
Weber et al. [49] used the intrinsic characteristics of blockchain to address the trust issue in
collaborative business processes. They implemented a solution to manage business
processes using the Ethereum blockchain platform as an underline decentralised technology.
In their approach, the authors propose to compile the BPMN model into a Solidity smart
contract, which records the exchange of messages among parties correlated with the
ordering relationship of the BPMN model. Moreover, they also presented a technique to
connect the Off-chain environment with the business process execution on the blockchain
using triggers and interfaces.
In another approach, Prybila et al. [50] proposed using the Bitcoin blockchain to monitor
the execution of business processing using specialised tokens. Similar to the method
proposed by Weber et al. [49], the authors assumed that the collaborative business execution
among participants is done by the exchange of messages following the relation of the BPMN
model. Thus, blockchain is only used to record the exchange message to check the status of
business processes.
In another study, Garcia-Banuelos et al. [51] suggest an approach to translating the BPMN
model into optimised Solidity smart contracts. While Weber et al. [49] and Prybila et al.
[50] assume that interaction of business processes between parties occurs using an exchange
of messages, the authors of this study consider that the parties use blockchain to collaborate
and preserve the current process's state and identify the succeeding tasks or events. This
work, however, does not entirely cover the BPMN process paradigm and supports only tasks
and necessary gateways (AND and XOR gateways).
Pourheidari et al. [52] presented a case study investigating the applicability of implementing
and executing business processes on the permissioned blockchain among untrusted parties.
They used the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain platform to determine the benefits of
permissioned blockchain by implementing a business process of Order Processing.
Based on the above-discussed approaches, apart from [51], all the existing solutions use
blockchain to record the exchange of messages for executing collaborative business
processes. This means that organisations still carry out most of their business processes on
BPMSs, and they utilise blockchain technology only to record the exchange of messages to
manage process interactions. However, [51] suggests a solution for the above problem, but
it only focuses on tasks and necessary gateways (AND and XOR gateways) of the BPMN
model. Meanwhile, Caterpillar, a BPMS prototype, provides broad support for BPMN
elements, including hierarchical process models (i.e. subprocesses). Moreover, Caterpillar
facilitates the implementation and execution of collaborative business processes on
Ethereum, with all significant BPMS components hosted on the blockchain [8]. In this
thesis, we extend the Caterpillar BPMS to integrate permissioned blockchain to address the
problems of the public blockchain (i.e., low throughput, privacy problems, lack of control
over the network, etcetera).
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3.2 Solidity-based smart contract execution on Hyperledger
Caterpillar is a BPMS that translates the BPMN model to Solidity smart contracts to
implement and execute collaborative business processes on the Ethereum blockchain.
Solidity is an exclusive language for implementing smart contracts on the Ethereum
blockchain. This section explores existing approaches for executing Solidity smart contracts
on Hyperledger.
Stefano Franzoni [33] created a blockchain-based solution for supply chain management for
a fashion company. For this purpose, the author used cross-chain interaction between public
and permissioned blockchains. While Hyperleder Fabric's consortium network handles the
internal supply chain processes (i.e., orders, production, etcetera.) among vendors, the enduser sale process is dealt with by Ethereum public network. Solidity smart contacts handle
the interoperability between both networks. The author used EVM Chaincode to execute
smart solidity contracts on Hyperledger Fabric.
Swathi et al. [53] proposed a solution to resolve the issue of interoperability between
permissioned and permissionless blockchains. They discussed the possibility of integrating
permissioned Hyperledger Fabric with EVM Chaincode to provide the interaction with the
Ethereum public network. Moreover, the authors of this study proposed that Hyperledger
Fabric's functionality to support Solidity can provide an easier way to handle the interaction
between different EVM compatible blockchains.
We observe that, existing approaches mainly focus on solving the interoperability problem
between Hyperledger Fabric and Ethereum. Moreover, they indicate the possibility of
executing Solidity smart contracts on Hyperledger. However, this thesis is an extension of
the Caterpillar BPMS prototype; thus, the approaches mentioned above are outside our
scope.
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4 Architectural Design
This thesis chapter will discuss the current Caterpillar approach and compares it with our
modified approach. Moreover, this chapter also explores the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain
and where it falls in our approach.

4.1 Caterpillar Approach
Caterpillar is a BPMS prototype that currently runs on top of the Ethereum blockchain and
compiles process models specified in BPMN into smart contracts that translate the underline
behaviours. To explain the working of Caterpillar in detail, its architecture will be discussed,
which is organised into three layers, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The Architecture of Caterpillar [8]
The bottom layer, which is termed “On-chain Runtime”, is responsible for smart contracts
used for managing support code, e.g., process instantiation, and process-specific code, e.g.,
control-flow, process data, etc. The On-chain modules are deployed on all the public nodes
of the Ethereum, a public blockchain network. “Ethereum Logs” are responsible for
monitoring the events for transactions and smart contracts executions logs as well as the
data related to them. “Process Repository” is available to store compiled data like bytecode
for easy access [8].
The layer in the middle is referred to as “Off-chain Runtime”. It is a REST-based API which
provides an interface to access the functionalities of Caterpillar. It includes tools to compile,
deploy, execute, and monitor business processes on Caterpillar's On-chain Runtime in the
form of smart contracts. For instance, the BPMN compiler, Deployment Mediator,
Execution Monitor, and Event Monitor are different modules which are part of the Off-chain
Runtime.
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Finally, the top layer act like a client layer (web portal), which gives the end-user the
functionality to provide the necessary configurations and instructions to execute and
monitor business processes.
In a nutshell, Caterpillar’s main feature is to take the BPMN model, compile it into Solidity
smart contracts and then execute these smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain network
using an Ethereum adapter. These generated smart contracts preserve the BPMN model's
behaviours and help run the business processes on the network.
The BPMN compiler, which is part of the Off-chain layer, is responsible for generating
smart contracts from the process model [8]. The compilation process consists of two steps
(refer to Figure 5).
1) In the first step, the BPMN compiler takes the BPMN model, parses it and then
translates it into Solidity smart contracts (indicated as BPMNSol in Figure 5).
Moreover, it includes additional metadata required to execute and monitor business
processes on the blockchain network.

Figure 5: Caterpillar’s compilation process [8]
2) Secondly, the Solidity compiler (solc) compiles the generated Solidity smart
contracts and generates EVM bytecode and ABI definitions. The EVM bytecode is
required to deploy smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain.
At a higher-level view, the goal of the thesis is to run generated Solidity smart contracts on
Hyperledger Fabric. Caterpillar has implemented an Ethereum adapter which uses Web3.js
to manage all the interactions of the Ethereum blockchain with Caterpillar. Similarly, a
Hyperledger adapter is required in our solution, which can support the execution of Solidity
smart contracts generated by Caterpillar on the Hyperledger Fabric network, as shown in
Figure 6.
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4.2 Our Approach
As discussed in section 4.1, the Caterpillar BPMS prototype generates smart contracts from
the BPMN process model and provides functionality to execute them on Ethereum, a
permissionless blockchain. Currently, Caterpillar utilises an Ethereum adapter to perform
all blockchain already functionalities. Since the goal of the thesis is to integrate
permissioned blockchain (Hyperledger Fabric) into Caterpillar, a similar Hyperledger
adapter is required. This adapter will be responsible for processing all the operations of
Caterpillar on the Fabric network. To explain our approach in detail, the extended
architecture of Caterpillar (as shown in Figure 6) will be discussed, which is organised into
three main layers.

Figure 6: Thesis work architecture
The Blue dotted component in the bottom layer, which is termed as “On-chain runtime”, is
responsible for smart contracts used for managing and executing business processes. As
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described in section 4.1, the primary role of this component in Caterpillar is to instantiate
processes and keep track of specific process data using a different set of smart contacts. The
internal workflow of the On-chain runtime will remain the same as in Caterpillar. The main
difference is currently, Caterpillar uses the Ethereum blockchain network to deploy all these
modules; on the other hand, the extended Caterpillar will utilise Hyperledger Fabric
blockchain to manage all the smart contacts. Like “Ethereum Logs”, “Fabric Logs” are
responsible for monitoring the events for transactions, fetching block information, smart
contracts executions logs, and data related to it.
The middle layer is organised into the following two dotted components:
(i) Hyperledger adapter
“Hyperledger adapter” acts as a bridge between On-chain runtime and Off-chain
runtime components of extended Caterpillar. It provides a list of functions (e.g.,
deploy smart contract, execute smart contract functions, read data from the
blockchain, etc.), which Off-chain runtime use to interact with the Fabric network.
The Hyperledger adapter uses Web3.js SDK to provide these functions, which
abstracts JSON-RPC API operations for developers.
(ii) Fab3 proxy instances
In its original state, Hyperledger Fabric doesn’t provide support for JSON-RPC API
to interact with its network. However, Fab3 is a service provided by Hyperledger
Fabric, which acts as a proxy between adapter and network. For example, when the
Hyperledger adapter wants to initiate a request to the network, the intended request
will be sent to the Fab3 proxy instance first using Web3.js SDK. Then the Fab3
proxy will structure this request in an accepted format and forward it to the Fabric
network.
In a nutshell, middle layer components are responsible for providing an interface for the
interaction between Off-chain and On-chain runtimes.
Finally, the layer at the top is referred to as “Off-chain runtime”. As discussed in section
4.1, Caterpillar implements REST API to interact with its functionalities and provides tools
to manage the business process on On-chain runtime. However, the Off-chain runtime is
extended to provide integration with the Hyperledger adapter, as indicated in Figure 6.
Afterwards, in addition to Ethereum network support, users/organisations can deploy and
manage their business process on Hyperledger Fabric, a permissioned blockchain, which
they couldn’t be able to previously inside Caterpillar.

4.3 On-Chain Runtime: Hyperledger Fabric
The "On-Chain Runtime" of Caterpillar is responsible for providing a blockchain network
to manage and execute smart contracts. These smart contracts enable mutually untrusted
parties to implement and execute collaborative business processes without requiring third
authorities. Previously, Caterpillar's "Off-Chain Runtime" was utilising public Ethereum
blockchain, which has drawbacks like lack of data privacy, low transactional speeds and
public network. In contrast, our approach to extending the Caterpillar BPMS utilises the
Hyperledger Fabric network, a permissioned blockchain.
Hyperledger Fabric provides organisations with a consortium network, enabling them to
configure a membership-based blockchain network, thus solving the data-privacy issue
because everyone cannot join the network. Additionally, membership-based networks have
fewer nodes, enabling organisations to perform transactions much faster.
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As discussed in Section 4.2, the "On-chain Runtime" needs the required functionalities (i.e.,
Fabric network, EVM Chaincode to support Solidity smart contracts). So, the main concepts
of Hyperledger Fabric architecture and the interaction of Solidity smart contracts with
Hyperledger Fabric through EVM Chaincode need to be discussed. Hyperledger Fabric is
the consortium network that Caterpillar will use to deploy and manage smart contracts using
the Hyperledger adapter.
4.3.1 Hyperledger Fabric Architecture
Hyperledger Fabric is a very famous project under Hyperledger, a permissioned blockchain.
Its architecture includes peers, certificate authority, membership service provider, orderer,
organisation, consortium, channel, and ledger [54].
1) Peer
“Peers are a fundamental element of the network because they host ledgers and smart
contracts” [54]. Peers are also termed as nodes in Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain.
There are different types of peers, and each of them has specific features and
responsibilities within the network [55].
a)

Anchor Peer: The peers in the Fabric network configured at the time of Channel
configuration are called Anchor peers. These peers are responsible for receiving
the updates and then broadcasting them to other network peers. These peers are
discoverable as well.
b) Endorser Peer: An endorser peer in Fabric receives a “transaction invocation
request” from the client application. The endorser peer has a smart contract
(Chaincode), and its responsibility is to verify the certificate details. It either
accepts or rejects the request. Additionally, only the endorser node is
responsible for executing the Chaincode, so adding Chaincode at every node is
unnecessary. This characteristic of Fabric enhances the scalability of this
network.
c) Orderer Peer: is responsible for central communication for the Fabric network.
It is also responsible for constant Ledger state across the network. It generates
the block, which is delivered to all the peers afterwards.
2) Certificate Authority
Everyone who wants to interact with the Fabric network needs an identity. Each user
gets a verifiable digital unique identity from Certificate Authority (CA). It has also
implemented the membership mechanism, which makes Hyperledger Fabric a
permissioned blockchain.
3) MSP
Membership Service Provider (MSP) is a component which provides an abstraction
to membership operations by simplifying the cryptographic mechanisms and
protocols behind issuing digital certificates, accepting or rejecting the certificates,
and user authentication.
4) Organisation
An organisation in Hyperledger Fabric is defined as a virtual entity that has access
to the ledger. Organisations grant identities to the participants to make every
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transaction occurring on the blockchain identifiable and transparent. It shows that
only permissioned participants can perform the transaction on the Hyperledger
Fabric blockchain, and these permissions are issued by the Fabric certificate
authority.
5) Consortium
A group of organisations that share a need to perform a transaction. Moreover, it
could also share the set of permissions over the network.
6) Channel
Channels on Fabric are a form of the ledger or methods for organising and securing
data. Different organisations connect with channels and gain access to specific
ledgers. Individuals are then granted access rights depending on categories. For
instance, in a hospital, a doctor may have a higher level of access, allowing them to
read the patients’ data, but patients cannot read the data of others.
7) Ledger
It is stored over the peer and consists of the World State of the blockchain. All the
transactions executed on the blockchain network are appended to the ledger. It is
immutable.
Besides explaining the architecture of Hyperledger Fabric, other important concepts like
consensus mechanism and smart contracts need to be discussed, which are as follows:
8) Consensus Mechanism
The consensus mechanism in Fabric can be divided into 3 phases: Endorsement,
Ordering, and validation [13, 44, 56].
•
•
•

Endorsement is performed by a policy, for instance, m out of n signatures.
The participants will endorse a transaction based on the policy.
The ordering phase admits the endorsed transactions and approves the order
which will be committed to the ledger.
The last phase is the validation phase which takes a block of ordered
transactions. It will validate the rightness of the results by checking the
endorsement policy and double-spending.

9) Chaincode
Chaincode is a “smart contract” of a Fabric network typically written in node.js, Go,
or Java. A secure Docker container abstracted from the endorser peer is used to run
the Chaincode. It is responsible for initiating and managing the ledger state using
transactions requested by client applications [54].
Finally, the basic transaction workflow is explained in Figure 7 to better understand the
components and concepts discussed above.
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Figure 7: Hyperledger Fabric transaction workflow[55]
10) Transaction Workflow
First, a participant requests a transaction using the client application. The next step
is the client’s transaction broadcasted to the endorser peer. Consequently, the
endorser peer validates or rejects the transaction after examining the certification
details and sends the response to the client application. The client transfers this
transaction to the orderer peer so that it can be placed appropriately in the block. The
orderer node embraces the transaction into a block and assigns the block to the
Anchor peer nodes. These anchor nodes are members of the Hyperledger Fabric
Network and play a role in broadcasting the block to all the peers inside their
organisation. The transaction completes when all the network peers update their
ledgers and add the latest block. Lastly, all the network is synchronised, and the
transaction workflow is completed [55].
4.3.2 Solidity Smart Contracts on Hyperledger Fabric
As discussed in section 4.3, Fabric's smart contract is called Chaincode, and a Chaincode is
usually written in JavaScript, Go, and Java programming languages. By default, Solidity
smart contracts are not supported on Fabric. But recently, IBM technical ambassadors have
added support to execute Solidity smart contracts on Hyperledger Fabric utilising the
Burrow EVM that wraps around the Chaincode, called EVM Chaincode [15]. To increase
the number of options on the blockchain network, Hyperledger Fabric supports smart
contracts of EVM bytecode. With this addition, we can write contracts in Vyper and Solidity
as well. Apart from the capability of smart contracts, Fabric has provided a web3 proxy
called Fab3, which enables developers to program web applications using existing
Ethereum’s web3.js SDK easily.
To integrate EVM on Hyperledger, EVM has been divided into two parts now. One crucial
part is EVM User Chaincode, and another one is Fab3 (a web3 provider) [15].
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1) User Chaincode
The EVM User Chaincode wraps Hyperledger Burrow EVM2 to provide the
functionality to run Ethereum based smart contracts, as shown in Figure 8.
Additionally, the functionalities to accept queries regarding the contract code and
accounts have been added as well. Some basic designs for this process are discussed
below.

Figure 8: Burrow EVM integration with Fabric [57]

•

Accounts
Ethereum possesses two types of accounts: Contract accounts and Externally
Owned Accounts (EOA). EOA is a form of the address produced using the user’s
public key and some amount of Ether. In the recent update, though Fabric has
introduced EVM, Ether or any other currencies/tokens were not included, so
EOA is not stored clearly. In contrast, Contract accounts include only the
bytecode of EVM runtime regarding a contract. Following Ethereum, these
accounts will be stored on the EVM Chaincode. Smart contracts deployment
through EVM will proceed automatically because it excludes the manual process
of installing smart contracts like in the Fabric workflow.

•

Gas
Gas is the amount of Ether required on EVM to execute a transaction. The miners
do not want to risk their amount of Ether because if the transaction is not
completed, then computational power (Ether) will go in vain. In the recent

2

https://github.com/hyperledger/burrow
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update, the EVM Chaincode provides a good amount of gas so that transactions
will proceed automatically.
2) Fab3
JSON-RPC API is another essential component adopted from the Ethereum network
ecosystem called Fab3. As shown in Figure 8, Fab3 is a proxy service that provides
a bridge interface between EVM Chaincode and Web.js SDK. It is developed based
on Fabric GO SDK. Currently, Fab3 is not supporting the complete API capabilities
due to some critical differences in Ethereum and Fabric networks. However, it still
supports adequate instructions to permit the dApps written in the web3.js library.
Note that the Fab3 service needs to be started separately for each user in the Hyperledger
Fabric. And it uses the Fabric discovery service to map out user addresses (Ethereum like
address) from Fabric Identity x.509 public certificates.
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5 Solution: Hyperledger Adapter
This chapter will discuss the Hyperledger adapter solution and how its integration into
Caterpillar BPMS will help the "Off-chain Runtime" manage and execute generated Solidity
smart contracts on the "On-chain Runtime".

5.1 Hyperledger Adapter
Caterpillar is a BPMS prototype that generates Solidity smart contracts from the BPMN
model. These smart contracts are executed on the Ethereum blockchain by an adapter called
Ethereum adapter. Ethereum adapter on a higher level creates a bridge between Off-chain
& Off-chain runtimes. Similarly, a Hyperledger adapter is required to interact with the
Hyperledger Fabric network.
As described in section 4.3.2, Hyperledger Fabric provides the functionality to run Solidity
smart contracts by utilising EVM Chaincode. Additionally, Fab3 proxy is also available that
provides JSON-RPC API support. It works as a bridge between the Ethereum world and the
Hyperledger Fabric one. It means Web3.js SDK can be utilised to develop functions to
deploy, execute and monitor Solidity smart contracts. For example, Web3.js initiates a
request to Fab3 proxy URL, which generates user address from Fabric Identity x.509
certificates using discovery service and then forward the request to Fabric network using
GO SDK.
Based on the existing Ethereum adapter, below is a list of main functionalities required that
the Hyperledger adapter will rely on to interact with the Fabric network.
1) Set Provider
The initialising phase of the Hyperledger adapter will require a function that will set
the URL of the Fab3 proxy service for future network calls. It is essential because
different Fab3 proxies are running for each user. For example, if User1 wants to
make a transaction, Fab3 for User1 will be used. On the other hand, if User2 intends
to interact with the network, Fab3 for User2 is required.
2) Get Default Account
During interaction with the network, there are scenarios where we require the user
address that is making that transaction. As in EVM Chaincode, user addresses are
mapped on the fly from their public keys; this function becomes very important.
3) Deploy Smart Contract
Caterpillar BPMS compiler engine generates smart contracts from the BPMN
process model. These smart contracts need to be deployed on the network. Like
Ethereum adapter, the “deploy smart contract” function should be implemented to
deploy bytecode of smart contracts on Fabric Network. This function will return
deployed contract address to execute smart contract actions later.
4) Execute Smart Contract Function
Ethereum adapter has functionality available to run smart contract functions using
the signature from ABI. Similarly, execute smart contract function feature will be
developed in the Hyperledger adapter. It will help the Off-chain runtime of
Caterpillar to execute smart contract functions and get the results from its execution.
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5) Retrieve Transaction Info
The Off-chain runtime of Caterpillar performs specific operations if the transaction
is successfully performed on the blockchain network. Therefore, a mechanism is
required to determine whether the transaction is mined and retrieve its associated
data.
6) Retrieve Event Info
Caterpillar implements and executes collaborative business processes in the form of
smart contracts. When some particular tasks are completed, smart contracts emit
specific events during execution. A function needs to be implemented in the
Hyperledger adapter that monitors the logs ("Fabric Logs") and determines if the
provided event happened.
7) Encode & Decode Functions
Ethereum EVM supports parameters in HEX format. Therefore, encoding and
decoding function parameters to and from HEX format functionality are required.
Moreover, other encoding ABI signature and events capabilities will be added as
well.
5.1.1 Fab3 Proxy Integration
Hyperledger Fabric configured together with EVM Chaincode provides the functionality to
execute Solidity based smart contracts on the Fabric network. However, running a Solidity
smart contract operation on Fabric is different from Ethereum. To deploy a Solidity smart
contract, the peer-cli command bundled with “channel_name”, “orderer”, and “certificates”
needs to be invoked. The example peer chaincode command is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Example Peer Chaincode command
However, Hyperledger Fabric foundation has provided SDKs for different languages like
Golang, Node.js, etc. These SDKs abstract the complexities and provide easy ways for users
to execute operations. Although these tools remove a lot of complexities, none of them
supports Solidity smart contracts execution like Ethereum does, using Web3.js SDK. Fab3
is a Golang-based service that creates an HTTP interface to communicate with Hyperledger
Fabric, just like Ethereum’s JSON-RPC API. As discussed in Section 4.3.2, Fab3
implements some of the compatible JSON-RPC API operations from Ethereum like
eth_accounts, eth_call, eth_sendTransaction, etc. Internally these proxy functions will
structure the commands in Fabric peer-cli format and execute them on the Fabric network.
Hyperledger adapter will utilise Web3.js SDK and Fab3 proxy service instances to
communicate with EVM Chaincode running inside Fabric network, as shown in Figure 10.
The detailed flow of the integration is as follows:
1. Caterpillar’s Off-Chain runtime asks Hyperledger adapter to perform an operation
(e.g., deploy smart contract, execute smart contract function, etc.) on Fabric network.
2. Based on the type of operation, the Hyperledger adapter will perform prerequisite
operations internally, like encoding the data.
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3. Afterwards, the Hyperledger adapter will initialise the Web3.js SDK instance with
the Fab3 proxy instance
4. Hyperledger adapter will call the appropriate function of the Web3.js, which then
invokes the Fab3 proxy service
5. Fab3 proxy then format the operation to Fabric compatible command and execute it
on Fabric network
6. Finally, the Hyperledger adapter will get the response after processing the operation.
In case of an error response, it will throw an exception. On the other hand, if the
response is successful, the Hyperledger adapter will perform post-operation like
decoding the response data, etc.
5.1.2 Handling multiple Fab3 Instances
Based on the implementation of EVM Chaincode and Fab3 discussed in section 4.3.2, Fab3
needs to be run separately for each identity in the Fabric network. Therefore, a mechanism
is required to let Caterpillar BPMS know from which user the request is initiated. Caterpillar
exposes REST API to interact with its BPMN prototype. Similarly, the same API endpoints
with different signatures will be available for Hyperledger Fabric network support. To solve
the user discovery problem, the middleware will be added, which will take FAB3-URL as
header input to the request and call the “Set Provider” method of the Hyperledger adapter.
This way Hyperledger adapter will be notified from which user the request is initiated, and
it will pass that information to the Fabric network via Fab3 proxy. This flow is indicated in
Figure 10.

Figure 10: Hyperledger Fabric adapter
After the completion of the Hyperledger adapter and user discovery middleware, all the core
services available need to be refactored so that they can support both the Ethereum and
Hyperledger adapter based on the user requirement.

5.2 Hyperledger Adapter Integration
All the services and modules in Caterpillar directly instantiate the instance of the Ethereum
adapter to interact with the Ethereum network. To support both Ethereum and Hyperledger
adapters, a dependency injection3 design pattern is introduced. All the services and modules
will get the relevant adapter based on the type of request. In general, all the Hyperledger
Fabric network calls will inject a Hyperledger adapter to interact with the network. Below

3

Dependency injection is basically providing the objects that an object needs (its dependencies) instead of
having it construct them itself
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we will discuss how the Hyperledger adapter facilitates Caterpillar’s Off-Chain runtime to
execute smart contracts on the On-chain runtime, Hyperledger Fabric.
The off-Chain runtime component of Caterpillar consists of three primary services, i.e.,
“Deployment Mediator”, “Execution Monitor”, and “Event Monitor”, as shown in Figure 6.
Each of these services uses a Hyperledger adapter to execute their operation on On-Chain
runtime, which is Hyperledger Fabric in our case.
Off-Chain runtime is the starting point of Caterpillar, where users interact to perform
business process operations. In the case of process model registration, Off-Chain runtime
first compiles the provided BPMN model and generates Solidity smart contracts using
BPMN Compiler. Next, the Off-Chain runtime initiates the Deployment Mediator to deploy
these smart contracts. The deployment mediator takes this process model and smart
contracts and carries out all the internal processes. Afterwards, Deployment Mediator
compiles the smart contracts into bytecode and will initiate a Hyperledger adapter to deploy
the bytecode of smart contracts. From this point, the Hyperledger adapter is responsible for
encoding the smart contract into a contract instance using web3.js SDK. Next, the encoded
smart contract is deployed using the Fab3 proxy, and the Hyperledger adapter receives
contractAddress, the smart contract's address, for future reference. This contractAddress is
used later to execute smart contract functions.
In addition to deployments, Deployment Mediator also links deployed smart contracts and
processes to Runtime Registry, which keeps track of all the instances and their relationships
on the blockchain. For example, after the deployment of the BPMN model, Deployment
Mediator saves its reference in Runtime Registry. This is done by executing a Runtime
Registry’s smart contract function. Deployment Mediator asks Hyperledger adapter to
execute the function of a deployed smart contract by providing the contractAddress, ABI,
function name, and parameters required. Next, the Hyperledger adapter encodes the function
using Web3.js (encodeFunctionCall) and executes the function by sending the transaction
to Fab3. Fabric proxy then processes this operation on the Fabric network and returns
transactionHash, which can be used to retrieve the data related to a particular transaction
on the chain.
Execution Monitor, a component of Off-Chain runtime, keeps track of the transactions
happening on the blockchain. The execution monitor subscribes to the particular transaction
using transactionHash and performs post tasks once the transaction is fully mined on the
chain. Although, this is more applicable in Ethereum’s case because transactions take longer
to get mined due to the size of the public network. However, this process is mitigated in
Hyperledger adapter in a synchronous manner because Fab3 currently doesn’t support
subscription-based operations. So, once a transaction is submitted to the Fabric network,
Execution Monitor waits for its completion instead of subscribing to it and asking the
Hyperledger adapter to give its data. After successfully getting the data back from the
Hyperledger adapter, Execution Monitor performs the post-processing as needed. Note that
making transactions synchronous is not an ideal behaviour because delays are possible in
Hyperledger Fabric as well if the network is large, but it can be solved by creating a
blockchain polling service on top of Fab3. However, working on this solution is out of the
scope of this thesis as our main goal is the execution of smart contracts on Hyperledger
Fabric.
Finally, Event Monitor is a component of Off-Chain runtime, which is responsible for
triggering operations when a particular event happens on the blockchain by a smart contract.
As discussed previously, the Hyperledger adapter doesn’t support listening to the events.
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This problem is solved by making transactions synchronous and manually processing the
“Hyperledger logs” to decide when to emit the event (e.g., when a process has been
completed) to “Event Monitor” or any application consuming Caterpillar’s REST API.
5.2.1 Extended REST API Overview
Caterpillar exposes all its functionalities through REST API, which will be extended to
support the execution of processes on Hyperledger Fabric using the Hyperledger Adapter.
Caterpillar’s extended REST API consists of four components: (i) Runtime Registry, which
is responsible for the deployment of runtime registry smart contract and retrieving
information related to it. (ii) Compilation-based Engine, which involves BPMN models, the
associated compilation artefacts and their instances, processes and their states on the
blockchain, and worklists that involve user interactions. (iii) Interpretation-based Engine,
which involves the deployment of “BPMN interpreter”, deployment and interaction with
BPMN elements, creating new process instances, and verifying the process states etc. (iv)
Dynamic Access Control, which involves the deployment and interaction with role-based
policy, task-role-map, and access control.
Caterpillar’s Repository 4 provides detailed resources and documentation to understand the
components mentioned earlier. Overview of REST API for each component in extended
Caterpillar is as follows:
Table 1 summarises the list of REST API resources available for the Runtime Registry
component.
Table 1: Caterpillar’s Runtime Registry REST API (extends from [8])
Verb

URI

Description

POST

/hyperledger/registries

Compiles the Solidity smart contract available
in Caterpillar’s Repository into bytecode and
ABI, deploys the bytecode on Hyperledger
Fabric and saves the compilation artefacts and
contract address in the process repository.

GET

/hyperledger/registries/:registryAddress/address

Retrieve registry information saved in process
repository

GET

/hyperledger/registries/:addressId

Retrieve registry information saved in the
process repository

Table 2 summarises the list of REST API resources available for the Compilation-based
engine component.
Table 2: Caterpillar's Compilation-based REST API (extends from [8])

4

Verb

URI

Description

POST

/hyperledger/models

Compiles and Register a BPMN model

GET

/hyperledger/models

Retrieve a list of registered BPMN
models

GET

/hyperledger/models/:mHash

Retrieve metadata of a BPMN model

https://github.com/orlenyslp/Caterpillar
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POST

/hyperledger/models/:mHash/processes

Create a new process instance for a
provided process model

GET

/hyperledger/models/:mHash/processes

Retrieved all created process instances
for a given process model

GET

/hyperledger/processes/:pAddress

Get the current state of a process
instance

PUT

/hyperledger/worklists/:wlAddress/workitems/:wiIndex

Checks in a work item

Table 3 summarises the list of REST API resources available for Interpreter-based engine
component.
Table 3: Caterpillar’s Interpreter-based REST API (extends from [8])
Verb

URI

Description

POST

/hyperledger/interpreter

Creates a new instance of a “BPMN
Interpreter”

POST

/hyperledger/interpreter/models

Compiles and Register a BPMN model

GET

/hyperledger/interpreter/models

Retrieve list of registered BPMN models

GET

/hyperledger/interpreter/models/:mHash

Retrieve metadata of a BPMN model

POST

/hyperledger/i-flow

Create a new empty IFLOW node.

PATCH

/hyperledger/i-flow/:cfAddress/element

Updates a BPMN element into a given IFLOW
node

PATCH

/hyperledger/i-flow/:cfAddress/child

Links a child node in a given IFLOW node

PATCH

/hyperledger/i-flow/:cfAddress/factory

Relates a factory with a sub-process in a given
IFLOW node

GET

/hyperledger/i-flow/:cfAddress

Retrieve the information of a given IFLOW
node

POST

/hyperledger/i-flow/:cfAddress/i-data

Creates a new process case from a given
IFLOW root node.

GET

/hyperledger/i-flow/:cfAddress/i-data

Retrieves all the process cases created from a
IFLOW root node

GET

/hyperledger/i-flow/:eIndex/i-data/:pcAddress

Checks-out a task in a given process case

PATCH

/hyperledger/i-flow/:eIndex/i-data/:pcAddress

Checks-in a task in a given process case

GET

/hyperledger/i-data/:pcAddress

Retrieves the current state of a given process
case

Table 4 summarises the list of REST API resources available for Dynamic Access Control.
Table 4: Caterpillar’s Dynamic Control REST API (extends from [8])
Verb

URI

Description
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POST

/hyperledger/rb-policy

Parse and deploy role-based policy

GET

/hyperledger/rb-policy/:rbPolicyAddr

Retrieve role-based policy metadata

POST

/hyperledger/task-role-map

Parse and deploy task role map

GET

/hyperledger/task-role-map/:taskRoleMAddr

Retrieve task role map

POST

/hyperledger/access-control

Deploy access control

GET

/hyperledger/access-control/:accessCtrlAddr

Retrieve access control metadata

GET

/hyperledger/rb-opertation/:pCase

Retrieve policy address for a given
process case

GET

/hyperledger/rb-opertation/:pCase/state

Retrieve role state for a given process
case

PATCH

/hyperledger/rb-opertation/:pCase/nominatecreator

Nominate a case creator for a given
process case

PATCH

/hyperledger/rb-opertation/:pCase/nominate

Nominate a user

PATCH

/hyperledger/rb-opertation/:pCase/release

Release

PATCH

/hyperledger/rb-opertation/:pCase/vote

Vote
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6 Implementation And Evaluation
In this chapter, we will discuss the technologies used and the work produced to implement
the solution. Furthermore, this chapter will also provide information on how we tested and
analysed the solution implemented.

6.1 Technologies Used
Our thesis implementation has two main components (i.e., Hyperledger Fabric Network and
Caterpillar). Technologies used for the setup of Fabric network and development of
Hyperledger adapter are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Docker5: It is a containerisation platform that will run Fabric network components.
Golang6: It is a programming language that will be used to build and run Fab3 proxy.
NodeJS7: a JavaScript runtime that Caterpillar uses to run its services.
ExpressJS8: It is a NodeJS framework that allows the development of REST API
TypeScript9: JavaScript with the support for types
Jest10: A JavaScript-based testing framework designed to ensure the correctness of
any JavaScript application.

6.2 Hyperledger Fabric Network Setup
Hyperledger Fabric is a permissioned blockchain that provides Docker (a containerisation
platform) images and example network configurations to facilitate the development. In
this thesis, Hyperledger Fabric release-1.3 is explicitly used. The network architecture in
Hyperledger Fabric is highly modular and scalable. Hyperledger provides developers with
a set of developed test-networks11 that facilitate them to understand the structure and
workflow better. With the help of fabric-samples, bootstrapping the network is relatively
easy. In a nutshell, fabric-samples provide all the essential tools and examples to kickstart
the development.
All the prerequisites and tools can be installed easily by following the documentation
(https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io/en/release-1.3/install.html).
For the further development of the feature, the first-network sample will be followed,
which, by default, consists of one channel, one orderer and two organisations with two peers
each, as shown in Figure 11. Moreover, each organisation has its own certificate authority
(CA), which manages the user credentials.

5

https://www.docker.com/
https://go.dev/
7
https://nodejs.org/en/
8
https://expressjs.com/
9
https://www.typescriptlang.org/
10
https://jestjs.io/
11
https://github.com/hyperledger/fabric-samples/tree/release-1.3
6
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Figure 11: Hyperledger Fabric First Network
Additionally, each peer has one user/participant available, which can be increased by editing
the “fabric-samples/first-network/crypto-config.yaml” configuration file, as indicated in
Figure 12.

Figure 12: Crypto Configuration
Fabric First Network example installs an example chaincode (smart contract) and runs a few
tests. For simplicity and to make the network as fast as possible, some lines in the “fabricsamples/first-network/scripts/script.sh” file need to comment out, which will stop
instantiating chaincode and running chaincode test (refer to Figure 13).
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Figure 13: script.sh file
6.2.1 Running the network
Fabric First network provides a “byfn.sh” script, which will bundle all the configurations
and run the network. Few of the main inputs available for “byfn.sh” script are as follows:
a) “byfn.sh up” is available, which will run all the docker containers and scripts based
on the configuration provided.
b) “byfn.sh down” will switch off the network and remove all the docker containers.
When the “byfn.sh up” script is run, the process will be as follow:
a) Run Docker Containers:
First, it will run all the docker containers for the components of the network. Figure
14 shows the related output.
b) Initialise the organisations and join the channel:
Once all the intended docker containers are running, the organisations (two in our
case, i.e., org1 and org2) will be initialised, and each peer owned by the respected
organisation will join the channel. This is all based on the configuration provided,
which can be easily modified depending on the use case. Figure 15 shows the related
output.
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Figure 14: Run of docker containers

Figure 15: Organisation setup and channel joins
Docker dashboard shows all the running containers, as indicated in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: Running docker containers
Additionally, the “peer-cli” docker container is also running, as shown in Figure 16. It will
be used to SSH into the Fabric network to configure EVM Chaincode, which will provide
the functionality to deploy and execute Solidity smart contracts on Hyperledger Fabric.

6.3 Configure EVM Chaincode
As previously described, Hyperledger Fabric doesn’t support Ethereum based smart contract
execution out of the box. However, it introduced the functionality to support Solidity and
Vyper based smart contracts by integrating Burrow EVM in the fabric-chaincode-evm 12
codebase, also referred to as EVM Chaincode (EVMCC) in Figure 8.
Firstly, EVM Chaincode needs to be mounted to the Fabric network by updating the “fabricsamples/first-network/docker-compose-cli.yaml” with volumes to include the fabricchaincode-evm, as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: EVM Chaincode mounting
After that, EVMCC needs to be installed on peers using peer-cli, enabling the deployment
and execution of smart contracts on Hyperledger Fabric. This process will be carried out by
following the steps below:
a) SSH into peer-cli:
To run scripts/commands on the Fabric network, it is required to SSH into peer-cli,
which will be done by running the command “docker exec -it cli bash”.

12

https://github.com/hyperledger/fabric-chaincode-evm
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Figure 18: SSH into peer-cli
The resulting output of this is shown in Figure 18.
b) Install EVMCC on Peers:
After SSH into peer-cli, the next step is to install EVMCC on all the peers. This
process
requires
setting
a
few
environment
variables
like
CORE_PEER_MSPCONFIGPATH,
CORE_PEER_ADDRESS,
CORE_PEER_LOCALMSPID, and CORE_PEER_TLS_ROOTCERT_FILE.
After that, the EMVCC will be installed using the “peer chaincode install”
command. For simplicity and ease of use, the “fabric-samples/firstnetwork/scripts/install-evm.sh” script is produced together with some modification
in the “fabric-samples/first-network/scripts/utils.sh” file as shown in Figure 19 and
Figure 20 respectively.

Figure 19: Install-evm script

Figure 20: Utils script modifications
Finally, the “./scripts/install-evm.sh” script will be run in peer-cli, which will install
EVMCC on all four peers in two organisations available in our network. Figure 21
shows the related output.
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Figure 21: Install EVMCC on peers result
c) Instantiate Orderer
The last step is to instantiate the orderer with EVMCC within the default channel.
Similarly, a utility script “fabric-samples/first-network/scripts/instantiateorderer.sh” is produced for ease of configuration. After running the
“./scripts/instantiate-orderer.sh” script, the orderer will be appropriately configured
to accept EVM Chaincode calls in the Hyperledger Fabric network.
Finally, Hyperledger Fabric can now interact with Ethereum based smart contracts using
peer-cli. Even though peer-cli can invoke smart contract operations, Fab3 proxy for Web3.js
makes these operations calls much more accessible.

6.4 Setup Fab3 Proxy
Caterpillar uses Web3.js SDK to interact with the Ethereum blockchain. Similarly, Figure 8
shows that Fab3 provides a similar interface to support JSON-RPC API to invoke smart
contract operations on the Fabric network. It is a Golang based service which can be run
outside the Fabric network. Fab3 proxy service can be easily configurable by providing
environment variables. For example, if an organisation wants to run Fab3 service for
different users (i.e. User1, User2), multiple instances should be run by providing the user as
an attribute. Additionally, it can be run in various organisations and channels if required.
The following environment variables provide the mandatory configuration to run the Fab3
proxy instance [57]:
•
•

CONFIG: It is a path to a compatible Fabric SDK Go config file. The fabricchaincode-evm codebase has an example config available for first-network.
USER: User identity being used for the proxy. It matches the users’ names in the
crypto-config directory specified in the config (i.e., User1, User2, etcetera).
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•
•
•
•

ORG: Organisation of the specified user.
CHANNEL: Channel to be used for the transactions.
CCID: ID of the EVM Chaincode deployed in your Fabric network.
PORT: Port the proxy will listen on. If not provided default is 5000.

Like 6.3, the utility script “fabric-chaincode-evm/scripts/fab3-vars.sh” is created, which
will help to run Fab3 instances for multiple users with ease, as shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Running Fab3 proxy script
Finally, the “fab3-vars.sh” script is used to run Fab3 proxy by provider USER and PORT
as inputs. Fab3 service instance for User1 on Port 5000 can be run by using “./scripts/fab3vars.sh User1 5000” command. Figure 23 shows the related output.

Figure 23: Fab3 service for User1
At this point, the Fabric network, together with EVM Chaincode and Fab3 proxy, is properly
set up to support Solidity smart contracts. Later, we will discuss the implementation of the
Hyperledger adapter that is added to the Caterpillar.

6.5 Hyperledger Adapter Implementation
Caterpillar is a BPMS prototype that currently runs on top of the Ethereum blockchain and
compiles process models specified in BPMN into smart contracts that translate the underline
behaviours. It develops an Ethereum adapter using Web3.js that creates an interface that
helps in blockchain actions like deploying smart contracts and executing functions.
Similarly, a Hyperledger adapter is required to interact with the Fabric network.
As described in Section 4.3.2, Fab3 is a proxy service which provides JSON-RPC API
capabilities to communicate with Hyperledger Fabric EMVCC, as shown in Figure 8. This
means, in addition to peer-cli, Web3.js SDK can be utilised as well to deploy Solidity smart
contracts and execute operations on Hyperledger Fabric. Based on the discussion in Chapter
5, the process of implementation will be divided into the following steps:
•
•
•

Hyperledger Adapter Implementation
Fab3 Middleware Implementation
Hyperledger Adapter Integration
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6.5.1 Hyperledger Adapter Implementation
Hyperledger adapter will be developed using Web3.js SDK and TypeScript. Below we will
discuss the implementation of the essential functions:
Set Web3/Fab3 Provider
The “setProvider” function takes the Fab3 proxy instance URL as an input and sets it as a
new provider for Web3 for future transactions. Note: It will be an HTTP provider as Fab3
only exposes HTTP URLs for now. Additionally, it will not support sockets to listen to events
and transactions as the Ethereum adapter does.
1 export let setProvider = (newProvider: string) => {
2 web3.setProvider(newProvider);
3 };

Source Code 1: Set Web3/Fab3 Provider
Get Web3/Fab3 Provider
This function returns the currently set Provider in the Hyperledger adapter.
1 export let getProvider = () => {
2 return web3.currentProvider;
3 };

Source Code 2: Get Web3/Fab3 Provider
Deploy Smart Contract
This function takes smart contract information (i.e., bytecode, ABI) together with account
information like user address and deploys the smart contract on the network. First, Web3
SDK converts input data (i.e., ABI, bytecode and arguments) into contract objects using the
"web.eth.Contract" method, refer to Line number 8 of Source Code 3. Next, it deploys the
smart contract using the encoded contract "deploy" method. Finally, on successful
deployment, it will return a consumable Promise with the data (i.e., transaction hash and
smart contract address on the blockchain). Later, the Off-chain Runtime of Caterpillar will
use the returned smart contract address to invoke smart contract functions.
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1 export let deploySmartContractSync = (
2

contractInfo: CompilationResult,

3

accountInfo: AccountInfo,

4

args?: any[]

5 ) => {
6
7

return new Promise<DeploymentOutput>((resolve, reject) => {
try {

8

let contractEncoding = encodeSmartContract(

9

contractInfo.abi,

10

contractInfo.bytecode,

11

args

12

);

13
14

let deploymentResult = new DeploymentResult(contractInfo.contractName);

15

contractEncoding[0]

16

.deploy(contractEncoding[1])

17

.send(formatJsonInput(accountInfo))

18

.on("error", (error: any) => {

19

reject(

20

new DeploymentError(contractInfo.contractName, error.toString())

21

);

22

})

23

.on("receipt", (receipt: any) => {

24

deploymentResult.gasCost = receipt.gasUsed;

25

deploymentResult.transactionHash = receipt.transactionHash;

26

})

27

.then((contractInstance: any) => {

28

deploymentResult.contractAddress = contractInstance.options.address;

29

resolve(deploymentResult);

30

})

31

.catch((error: any) => {

32

console.log(error);

33

reject(

34

new DeploymentError(contractInfo.contractName, error.toString())

35

);

36
37

});
} catch (error) {

38

reject(new DeploymentError(contractInfo.contractName, error.toString()));

39

}

40

});

41 };

Source Code 3: Deploy Smart Contract Function
Execute Smart Contract Function
This procedure executes the smart contract function deployed on the Hyperledger Fabric. It
takes the contract address, function name, and ABI. ABI provides the binary interface to
interact with the smart contract. First, Web3 SDK encodes the function information using
ABI. Next, the Hyperledger adapter executes the specified function of the smart contract by
sending the transaction to the contract address, refer to Line 10-16 of Source Code 4. Finally,
on successful execution, it will return a consumable Promise with the data (i.e., transaction
hash). Note that the execute function of the smart contract performs a set of operations and
alters data in the contract.
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1 export let execContractFunctionSync = (
2
contractAddress: string,
3
contractAbi: string,
4
functionInfo: FunctionInfo,
5
accountInfo: AccountInfo,
6
args?: Array<any>
7 ) => {
8
return new Promise<DeploymentOutput>((resolve, reject) => {
9
let encodedFunction = encodeFunctionCall(functionInfo, contractAbi, args);
10
web3.eth
11
.sendTransaction({
12
from: accountInfo.from,
13
to: contractAddress,
14
data: encodedFunction,
15
gas: accountInfo.gas,
16
})
17
.then((receipt) => {
18
resolve(
19
new DeploymentResult(
20
functionInfo.functionName,
21
receipt.transactionHash,
22
contractAddress,
23
receipt.gasUsed
24
)
25
);
26
})
27
.catch((error: any) => {
28
reject(
29
new DeploymentError(functionInfo.functionName, error.toString())
30
);
31
});
32
});
33 };

Source Code 4: Execute Smart Contract Function
Call Contract Function
Theoretically speaking, this method is quite similar to executing smart contract functions.
However, the difference is that "call functions" only return data from the smart contract
without performing any operations (getter functions). So, it takes the same inputs as
executive functions and encodes the function information using ABI and Web3 SDK. Next,
the Hyperledger adapter invokes the specified function of the smart contract using
"web3.eth.call", refer to Line 11-23 of Source Code 5. Finally, it will return a consumable
Promise with the data (i.e., decode output result) on successful execution.
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1 export let callContractFunction = (
2
contractAddress: string,
3
contractAbi: string,
4
functionInfo: FunctionInfo,
5
accountInfo: AccountInfo,
6
args?: Array<any>
7 ) => {
8
return new Promise<any>((resolve, reject) => {
9
try {
10
let encodedFunction = encodeFunctionCall(functionInfo, contractAbi, args);
11
web3.eth
12
.call({
13
to: contractAddress,
14
data: encodedFunction,
15
gas: accountInfo.gas,
16
})
17
.then((callResult: string) => {
18
resolve(
19
functionInfo.fullInfo
20
? decodeParametersFull(functionInfo.returnType, callResult)
21
: decodeParameter(functionInfo.returnType, callResult)
22
);
23
})
24
.catch((error: any) => {
25
reject(
26
new PromiseError(
27
`Error calling function ${functionInfo.functionName}`,
28
error,
29
[new Component("hyperledger-adapter", "callContractFunction")]
30
)
31
);
32
});
33
} catch (error) {
34
reject(
35
new PromiseError(
36
`Error Encoding function ${functionInfo.functionName}`,
37
error,
38
[new Component("hyperledger-adapter", "callContractFunction")]
39
)
40
);
41
}
42
});
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Source Code 5: Call Smart Contract Function
Get Event Info From Logs
As discussed in Section 5.2, Event Monitor component of Off-Chain Runtime in Caterpillar
listens for events triggering on the blockchain. To provide this functionality, the
Hyperledger adapter implements a function that takes ABI, contract address and event
information and checks logs if the provided event has happened. In case an event has been
triggered, this function gets the associated transaction data. The developed code for this
function can be referred to in the Source Code 6.
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1 export let subscribeToLog = async (
2
contractAddress: string,
3
contractAbi: string,
4
eventInfo: FunctionInfo,
5
functionCallback: any
6 ) => {
7
try {
8
web3.eth.getPastLogs({
9
address: contractAddress,
10
topics: [encodeEventFromAbi(eventInfo, contractAbi)],
11
}).then((results) => {
12
if (results && results.length) {
13
const result = results[0];
14
web3.eth
15
.getTransactionReceipt(result.transactionHash)
16
.then((transactionInfo) => {
17
functionCallback(
18
result.transactionHash,
19
transactionInfo.gasUsed,
20
decodeEventLogFromAbi(eventInfo, contractAbi, result.data)
21
);
22
});
23
}
24
})
25
} catch (error) {
26
print("ERROR IN HYPERLEDGER ADAPTER", TypeMessage.error);
27
print(error, TypeMessage.error);
28
printSeparator();
29
}
30 };

Source Code 6: Get Event information from Hyperledger logs
Get Transaction Info
As the name suggests, this function provides the information and data about the transaction
on the blockchain network. It takes the transaction hash as input and retrieves the details
using "web3.eth.getTransactionReceipt" method of Web3 SDK. The developed code for this
function can be referred to in the Source Code 7.
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1 export let getTransactionInfo = (transactionHash: string) => {
2
return new Promise((resolve, reject) => {
3
try {
4
web3.eth
5
.getTransactionReceipt(transactionHash)
6
.then((transactionInfo: any) => {
7
if (transactionInfo) {
8
resolve(transactionInfo);
9
} else {
10
throw new Error();
11
}
12
});
13
} catch(e) {
14
reject();
15
}
16
})
17 };

Source Code 7: Get Transaction Info
Utility functions
In addition to core functions, Hyperledger adapter needs to implement utility function like
“encodeSmartContract”, “encodeFunctionCall”, “decodeParametersFull”, and etcetera.
These functions help in encoding the information before sending it to the blockchain
network and decoding the response from the network. The list of utility functions are
summarised as follows:
•
•

•

The “encodeSmartContract” function instantiates the contract object from smart
contract ABI.
The “encodeFunctionCall” function takes function information (i.e., name, input
parameters types, input parameters values, and output parameters types) and contract
ABI as input and encode them using "web3.eth.abi.encodeFunctionCall" method.
The “decodeParameter” and "decodeParametersFull" functions decode the values
from HEX to UTF-8 format.

After the implementation of the Hyperledger adapter, the solution to handle multiple Fab3
instances will be implemented.
6.5.2 Fab3 Middleware Implementation
Fab3 proxy instances need to be run for all users who want to interact with Hyperledger
Fabric EVMCC. To let the Hyperledger adapter know which user is invoking the request,
the “setProvider” function needs to be called to set the FAB3-URL, which is provided as a
header to all the REST API calls for the Fabric network. As Caterpillar API is built using
the ExpressJS framework, a middleware (validateFab3UrlHeader) is added, which will
check if the FAB3-URL header is available. In case this header is not present, it will return
an error response. Source Code 8 and Source Code 9 show the validation middleware and
example usage, respectively.

•

Validate Fab3 URL middleware
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

import { Request, Response, NextFunction} from "express";
const validateFab3UrlHeader = (
request: Request,
response: Response,
next: NextFunction
) => {
const fab3Url = request.header("FAB3-URL");
if (!fab3Url) {
return response.status(400).json({
message: "FAB3-URL is missing from request header"
});
}
next();
}
export default validateFab3UrlHeader;

Source Code 8: Validate Fab3 URL Middleware
•

Example Route
1 // Runtime Registry Route (Hyperledger Fabric)
2 router.post(
3
'/hyperledger/registries',
4
validateFab3UrlHeader,
5
registryHyperledgerCtrl.deployRuntimeRegistry
6 );

Source Code 9: Example Middleware Usage
After validating the FAB3-URL header, the “setProvider” function of the Hyperledger
adapter will be called, which will set the provider URL to the Web3 SDK. The resulting
code is shown in Source Code 10.
1 import { Request } from "express";
2
3 export const setWeb3Provider = (request: Request, adapter) => {
4 const fab3Url = request.header("FAB3-URL");
5 adapter.setProvider(fab3Url);
6}

Source Code 10: Set Web3 Provider in Middleware
At this point, all the important implementation for the Hyperledger adapter is completed.
The next step is to refactor all the routes, services, and controllers to support both the
Ethereum and Hyperledger adapters in Caterpillar BPMS.
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6.5.3 Hyperledger Adapter Integration
Caterpillar implements REST API to interact with its core functionalities. To make these
functionalities compatible with the Hyperledger adapter, routes, controllers, and services
need to be refactored so that this will inject the adapter as a dependency. An example
implementation is listed below.
•

Common Controller
1 function ProcessInstancesCtrl(adapter) {
2 const runtimeRegistryService = RegistryService(adapter);
3 const executionService = ExecutionService(adapter);
4 const eventMonitor = EventMonitor(adapter);
5 let runtimeRegistry: ContractInfo;

Source Code 11: Caterpillar Example Common Controller
•

Ethereum Specific Controller
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

const commonHandlers = ProcessInstancesCtrl(ethereumAdapter);
export let createNewProcessInstance = (
request: Request,
response: Response
) => {
commonHandlers.createNewProcessInstanceHandler(request, response);
};

Source Code 12: Caterpillar Handling Ethereum Adapter
•

Hyperledger Specific Controller
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

const commonHandlers = ProcessInstancesCtrl(hyperledgerAdapter);
export let createNewProcessInstance = (
request: Request,
response: Response
) => {
setWeb3Provider(request, hyperledgerAdapter);
commonHandlers.createNewProcessInstanceHandler(request, response);
};

Source Code 13: Caterpillar Handling Hyperledger Adapter
In the above example, a “common controller” is created with all core functionalities, which
takes the adapter as a dependency. After that, separate controllers for Ethereum and
Hyperledger Fabric create an instance of a “common controller” that injects Ethereum and
Hyperledger adapter as a dependency, respectively.
The resulting REST API after integration of the Hyperledger adapter into Caterpillar BPMS
are represented in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4.
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6.6 Evaluation
Since the proposed work is a software solution, the criteria being selected to determine
whether the goal has been achieved are also defined by the commonly used metrics in
software development. Hence, the criteria for the valuation of the “Hyperledger adapter” is
as follow:
•
•

Unit Testing
Integration Testing

6.6.1 Evaluation Setup
In order to evaluate the developed Hyperledger adapter integrated into Caterpillar BPMS,
this section sets up the environment to perform Unit and Integration tests. A required set of
steps for performing the evaluation are as follows:
• Hyperledger Fabric release 1.3 was installed.
• Customised Sample "first-network" was configured and started.
• EVM Chaincode was configured and installed on the network mentioned above.
• For evaluation purposes, two Fab3 proxy instances were set up for different users on
different PORTs.
• Caterpillar's environment was set up with its required tools.
Note that the evaluation process was carried out on Mac OSX 10.15.7 with 8GB of memory.
The setup mentioned above is common for both Unit and Integration tests. Appendix II
provides the repository for this thesis contribution, which includes “hyperledgerdocumentation.pdf” for detailed technical documentation to reproduce this environment.
6.6.2 Unit Testing
Unit testing13 is a software development process in which the smallest testable parts of the
application are individually evaluated. Since the Hyperledger adapter is responsible for
interacting with the Fabric network, unit tests to scrutinize deploying a smart contract,
calling smart contract function, and executing smart contract functions are being created.
For testing purposes, an example “SimpleStorage.sol” smart contract has been used, which
has one uint256 typed variable and three functions to save and retrieve the value (i.e., set,
multiply, get). To test the Hyperledger adapter, the following unit tests have been written:
a) deploySmartContractSync
This unit test checks if the smart contract is deployed successfully or not. The
success criteria must satisfy the following conditions:
• Smart contract deployed successfully
• Output result shouldn’t be undefined
• Output result shouldn’t be null
• Output result should be of an object type
• Output result object must have contractAddress as a string value
b) callContractFunction
The implementation of the callContractFunction unit test should satisfy the
following conditions:
• get function of smart contract should be called
• Output result should be defined
13

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unit_testing
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• Output result should be 0. (It is by default)
c) execContractFunctionSync
This unit test will check if a provided function is successfully executed or not. The
success criteria must meet the following conditions:
• set function of the smart contract is called
• Output result should be defined
• Output result should be of an object type
• Output result object must have transactionHash as a string value
d) testCases
Based on the above-mentioned unit tests, some other test cases have been
implemented as well, where set and multiply functions of the smart contract are
executed, and then the output of get function is compared with the expected value.
As unit tests are implemented in Jest, running them is straightforward and can be achieved
using the “npm run test” command. All unit tests were successful during our testing, as
shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Unit tests output
6.6.3 Integration Testing
Integration Testing14 is a type of testing in which different modules or components of a
software application are tested as a combined solution. As the work produced in this thesis
is the execution of Solidity based smart contracts generated from the BPMN model in
Caterpillar on the Hyperledger Fabric network, all the components (Hyperledger adapter,
Caterpillar, Fab3, EVM Chaincode, and Fabric network) need to be tested in an integrated
way. However, testing will be limited to checking whether generated Solidity smart contract

14

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integration_testing
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can be run on Hyperledger Fabric or not. It will not check if generated smart contracts from
the BPMN model are correct and bug-free because it is out of the scope of this thesis.
To evaluate the integration of the different components, integration tests are divided into
two categories which are as follows:
•
•

Deployments
Invocation

For testing purposes, the “Invoice Handling” BPMN model is being used, as shown in
Figure 25. All these integration tests will be carried out using extended Caterpillar’s REST
API, as discussed in Section 5.2.1.

Figure 25: Invoice Handling BPMN model
Deployments
In the Deployment category, the components that are being tested are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Deploy Runtime Registry
Deploy Compilation-based Model
Deploy Interpretation-based Model
Dynamic Access Control
o Deploy Role-based Policy
o Deploy Task Role Map
o Deploy Access Control

Runtime Register is a prerequisite to deploying model and dynamic access control. Hence,
first, the “Runtime Registry” is deployed, and then the rest of the models and dynamic access
control will be deployed using that registry. Integration tests carried out are as follow:
1. Deploy Runtime Registry
a. URI: HTTP POST “hyperledger/registries”
b. Output Parameters: ID (Id of runtime registry in “Process Repository”)
2. Retrieve deployed Runtime Registry’s contractAddress on the blockchain using the
ID from the last step. This contractAddress will be used in the upcoming tests.
a. URI: HTTP GET “hyperledger/registries/:registryId”
b. Output Parameters: contractName, abi, bytecode, solidityCode, address
(This is contractAddress on the blockchain)
3. Deploy a Compilation-based model by providing the registry’s contract address
a. URI: HTTP POST “hyperledger/models”
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4.

5.

6.

7.

b. Input Parameters: name, registeryAddress, bpmn (XML format)
c. Output Parameters: bundleId. This bundleId can be used to query metadata
and artefacts of the model.
Deploy the Interpretation-based model by providing the registry’s contract address
a. URI: HTTP POST “hyperledger/interpreter/models”
b. Input Parameters: registeryAddress, bpmn (XML format)
c. Output Parameters: transactionHashes (i.e., IFLOW, Interpreter, and
factory)
Deploy Role based binding policy
a. URI: HTTP POST “hyperledger/rb-policy”
b. Input Parameters: policy (Policy used for testing is shown in Figure 26)
c. Output Parameters: transactionHash
Deploy Task role map
a. URI: HTTP POST “hyperledger/task-role-map”
b. Input Parameters: contractName, registryAddress, roleTaskPairs (i.e.,
“[{\"taskIndex\": 1, \"roleIndex\": 1}]”)
c. Output Parameters: transactionHash
Finally, Access control will be deployed
a. URI: HTTP POST “hyperledger/access-control”
b. Input Parameters: registryAddress
c. Output Parameters: transactionHash

Figure 26: Role-based binding policy
Integration tests of all the above-mentioned components in the deployments category have
been passed successfully. These integration tests can be run using the “npm run
itest:deployments” command. Figure 27 shows the related output.
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Figure 27: Deployments integration tests output

Invocation
Previously, deployments of Runtime Registry, BPMN models (compilation-based,
interpretation-based), and dynamic access control were successfully evaluated. Next, the
invocation of smart contracts by Caterpillar will be evaluated, which will conclude our
integration testing.
These tests involve creating a process instance for an interpretation-based model, nominate
a user as a case-creator, nominate a user with a role, and checking role states before and
after performing these operations. Note that Runtime Register, Interpretation-based model,
Role-based policy, Task role map, and access control are required before invoking these
operations, which were deployed in the Deployment phase of integration testing. Steps
carried out in Invocation integration tests are as follow:
1. Retrieve IFLOW of Deployed Interpretation-based model
First, the ID of the interpretation-based model deployed is fetched. To achieve this,
a HTTP GET request on the URL “hyperledger/interpreter/models” with
registryAddress as HEADER is sent, which will return IDs of models linked in
Runtime Registry. Next, the IFLOW address will be extracted from the metadata of
the model by sending another HTTP GET request on the URL
“/hyperledger/interpreter/models/:mHash”. This request is made with the ID as
input, which we got in the previous request.
2. Create a new Process Case
After extracting the IFLOW address, a new process case will be created by sending
a HTTP POST request on the URL “hyperledger/i-flow/:iFlowAddress/i-data”. This
request will be made by providing registryAddress, rbPolicyAddr,
taskRoleMapAddr, and taskRoleMapAddr as JSON data and “IFLOW address” as
path parameter. On success, this request will output a process case address
(pcAddress), shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Process Case Request Output
3. Nominate a User with a case-creator Role
Figure 26 indicates the role-based binding policy used in our testing. It has two roles
(i.e., Invoicer and Invoicee). Since the “Invoicer” role is not yet assigned, the role
state should be “UNBOUND”. Role state can be evaluated at any point by sending
an HTTP GET request on URL “/hyperledger/rb-opertation/:pCase/state” with
pcAddress as path parameter and “role=Invoicer” as request HEADER. Figure 29
shows the intended “UNBOUND” state.

Figure 29: UNBOUND Role state
Now, a HTTP PATCH request is sent on URL “/hyperledger/rbopertation/:pCase/nominate-creator” to assign a case-creator “Invoicer” role to a
user (User address on the blockchain). This request is made with
“rNominee=Invoicer” and “nominee=<user_address>” as JSON body. Afterwards,
the role state is re-checked, and it is stated as “BOUND”, as shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30: BOUND Role state
4. Nominate a User with a role
Finally, the nomination process of a user with the “Invoicee” role will be evaluated,
which is carried out by the case-creator (“Invoicer”) user. Before nomination,
evaluation of the “Invoicee” role state is “UNBOUND”. To nominate a user with a
user, a HTTP PATCH request is sent on the URL “/hyperledger/rbopertation/:pCase/nominate” with the request body as a JSON object which includes
the following properties as shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Nominate Example Request
After the completion of the nominate request, the “Invoicee” role state is “BOUND”.
In this section, we successfully performed integration testing by deploying Runtime
Registry, BPMN models and Dynamic Access Control. Additionally, we also invoked some
of the operations of the deployed models and policies, which internally executed functions
of smart contracts using the Hyperledger adapter.

6.7 Discussion
This chapter discusses the implementation of an adapter that extends Caterpillar's capability
to execute smart contracts generated from the BPMN model on the Hyperledger Fabric
blockchain. Moreover, multiple Unit and Integration tests were performed to determine
whether the Hyperledger adapter works and is correctly integrated into the Caterpillar
BPMS prototype.
Previously, Caterpillar only supported the execution of business processes in the form of
smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain. Ethereum being a permissionless blockchain,
provides decentralisation and security. However, organisations do not control who is joining
the network due to its public nature, which causes a considerable data privacy risk for them.
Additionally, due to the size of the network and the existence of a proof-of-work consensus
mechanism, transactions' speed is usually slow.
With the integration of Hyperledger Fabric, Caterpillar can execute business processes on
permissioned blockchain as well. Now, users and organisations have different options of
blockchains available to choose from based on their requirements. Hyperledger Fabric
brings the characteristics (i.e., high throughput, membership, data privacy) of permissioned
blockchain to Caterpillar. As only allowed members can join the network, the number of
nodes will be relatively quite less. This will enable organisations to perform their blockchain
transactions faster and have greater data privacy.
6.7.1 Limitations
Ethereum and newly integrated Hyperledger based solutions are pretty similar in their
workflow. Both support Solidity smart contracts. However, the Hyperledger Fabric network
has some limitations, which are as follows:
•
•

A separate Fab3 proxy instance needs to be running for each peer/identity, making
it harder to develop dApps.
EVM Chaincode and Fab3 proxy have not fully implemented all the functionalities
of Ethereum's Solidity smart contracts. For instance, Fab3 does not support listening
to the events happening in the smart contracts, subscribing to the transactions, and
subscribing to the logs.
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In addition to these limitations, Ethereum's Solidity-based smart contract feature of
Hyperledger Fabric has very minimal developer support.
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7 Conclusion and Future work
In this thesis, the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain has been integrated into Caterpillar to
execute collaborative business processes on permissioned blockchain. The contributions of
this thesis are three folded. Firstly, EVM Chaincode and Fab3 proxy has been configured
into the Hyperledger Fabric to support the execution of Solidity smart contract because
Caterpillar generates smart contracts from the BPMN model in Solidity language. Secondly,
a Hyperledger adapter has been developed, providing functionalities to deploy smart
contracts, execute smart contract functions, and monitor transactions and logs on the Fabric
network using Fab3 proxy. Finally, the Hyperledger adapter has been integrated into
Caterpillar to create an interface between Off-Chain and On-Chain components of the
Caterpillar BPMS. This integration enables Caterpillar to deploy business process models
and then interact with them on permissioned blockchain, Hyperledger Fabric. The key
advantages of Hyperledger Fabric integration over the already existing Ethereum based
solution are summarized as follows:
•
•
•

Organisations can have complete control over their blockchain network. They can
decide who can join or what type of permissions members can have.
Due to the limited number of nodes and ability to implement a custom consensus
mechanism, the network will have higher throughput resulting in higher transaction
speeds.
Being a private permissioned blockchain, Hyperledger Fabric can provide higher
data privacy.

7.1 Future Work
The contributions described in the thesis open up some possibilities for future work, which
are discussed below.
In this thesis, we integrated Hyperledger Fabric blockchain in Caterpillar to execute
business processes translated to Solidity smart contracts. However, Hyperledger Ledger
support for Solidity smart contacts is limited and has some limitations. For instance, the
Fab3 proxy service, which is responsible for providing Ethereum like JSON-RPC API, does
not support listening to events, logs, and transactions. For that reason, currently, the
developed Hyperledger adapter only supports synchronous transactions to the blockchain.
Asynchronous behaviour could be achieved by developing an event pooling service on
Hyperledger Fabric. Investigating this problem can be considered as the future scope of the
work.
Finally, blockchain is a rapidly developing technology, and it is improving day by day. So,
investigating Caterpillar's performance on different blockchain platforms and integration
can be a direction for future work.
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Appendix
I.

Abbreviations

BPMN: Business Process Model and Notation
BPMS: Business Process Management System
BPM: Business Process Management
IT: Information Technology
CA: Certificate Authority
MSP: Membership Service Provider
EOA: Externally Owned Accounts
EVM: Ethereum Virtual Machine
REST: Representational State Transfer
API: Application Programming Interface
SDK: Software Development Kit
CLI: Command Line Interface
SSH: Secure Shell Protocol
EVMCC: EVM Chaincode
ABI: Application Binary Interface
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II.

Repository

The source code of this thesis contribution can be downloaded from
https://github.com/jazibsawar/Caterpillar. The contribution was carried out in the
"Caterpillar-full/caterpillar-core" folder. The list of work produced in this repository is as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•

"__tests__" directory provides all the Unit Tests performed.
"integration-tests" directory includes Integration tests (partially).
"src" directory includes the Hyperledger adapter and its integration contribution.
"hyperledger-scripts" directly include all the scripts produced or modified that are
necessary to configure Hyperledger Fabric and associated tools.
The "hyperledger-documetation.pdf" file provides all the technical documentation
and steps to reproduce the environment.
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